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The version changes with the device Size 76 MB remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Sift Heads - Revival 1.1.7 Apk Mod last ... Version 4.0.3 and up to Size 143.61 MB Remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Matchington Mansion: Match-3 Home Decor Adventures V 1.70.0 Apk... The version changes with
the device Size 62 - 244 MB remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Run Beat 1.0.1 Apk OBB data ... The version changes with the device Size 109.33 MB remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Manor Cafe 1.79.16 Apk Mod latest puzzle ... The version changes with the device Size 33 - 206 MB Remember
www.APKDrod.com Google Play Pico tanks: Multiplayer Mayhem 37.0.1 Apk Mod ... The version changes with the device Size 37.32 MB remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Idle Planet Miner 1.5.9 Apk Mod Free purchases the latest ... The version changes with the device Size 71.31 MB Remember
www.APKDrod.com Google Play Cell to singularity - Evolution never ends 6.12 Apk ... Version 2.3 and up to Size 50.81 MB Remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play City Island 3 - Building Sim 3.2.6 Apk Mod... Version 3.0 and up to size 41.20 MB Remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Doodle Army 2 : Mini
militia 5.2.1 Apk Mod ... Version 3.0 and up to Size 144.81 MB Remember www.APKDrod.com Google Play Shadow Fight 2 2.6.0 Apk Mod OBB Data latest... At the moment, there are millions of people using an Android smartphone. Compared to any other mobile operating system, Android provides users with many
more customization options. Not only that, but the availability of the app is significantly higher on Android compared to any other mobile operating system. To download apps and games, the Google Play Store is the go-to choice for Android users. There are probably thousands of apps and games available on the Google
Play Store. But there are some apps that are paid for and we have to pay money to use them. So in this post, we will tell you the process of downloading paid apps for free in your Android smartphone. We've shared some of the best methods that could help you download paid android apps for free 2019. As you
download paid Android apps and games for free below we have stated 5 methods for downloading paid apps for free on your Android device. All processes are very manageable and easy to implement and work 100%. Read also: Top 10 best Android apps not on Play Store 1. Google Opinion Awards Google Opinion
Awards Well, if you want to legally get a paid Android app for free, then you need to start using Google Opinion Awards. At the Google Opinion Awards, you need to complete surveys to earn rewards. Rewards can later be used in the Google Play Store to purchase items. However, the number of polls is limited on
Google The awards and most of them are location-based. However, Google Opinion Rewards are used by a large number of users to purchase premium apps for free. 2. Black Mart Alpha In this method, you will use the Android app for paid apps for free on your Android device. Just follow the steps below to continue.
Step 1. First, download the Black Mart Alpha app on your Android device. Now install the app on your Android Phone. How to download paid apps for Android and games for free step 2. Now look for any paid apps in the Google Play store and remember the name of this app as well as its version in the app description.
How to download paid apps for Android and games for free step 3. Now Open Black Mart app and in the search box enter the name of this app that you searched in the Google Play Store. How to download paid apps for Android and games for free Step 4. Now download this particular app via Black Mart to your mobile
phone. How to download paid Android apps and games for free That's it! You're done with installing paid apps for free on your Android device. Read also: The Best Android Hacking Apps 3. Download from file-sharing sites In this method, you can download paid apps from free sites and then you can transfer Apk files to
your mobile phone and can install paid apps for free. Step 1. First 4shared.com or mediafire.com on your computer or you can also install your apps on your cell phone for free. How to download paid apps for Android and games for free step 2. Now open these sites and you have to look for the exact name of the specific
apps that you want to download in App name.apk format. Don't forget to enter the name without .apk. How to download paid apps for Android and games for free Step 4. Now directly download apps from this site on your computer or laptop and transfer them to your mobile phone. How to download paid apps for Android
and games for free Step 5. Now install them on your phone and have fun with paid apps for free. READ ALSO: The best root apps of 2016 for Android 4. Google Play Store Alternatives 1Mobile Market How to download paid Android apps and games free 1Mobile is a quality platform made for global Android users
supplying various apps and secure downloads. The purpose of the website is to give every Android user a free, fast and reliable download. It has more than 1,600,000 free apps and games, accelerating CDN. GetApk How to download paid Android Apps and games for free Is another platform that is made for Android
users who supply different apps. The app is not well coded, so users may find it lit a little hard to use. However, it never stops providing free apps. GetApk makes it easy to find newly added apps. 9Apps How to Download Android app and free 9Apps games is the world's largest third-party app store for Android and
mobile app distribution platform, with current daily app downloads of up to 26 million. Here you can basically find all the apps for free. This is one of the best alternatives to the Google Play Store. Amazon App Store How to download paid Android apps and games for free using It comes next to the Google Play Store.
There is no web interface for Amazon app store users you need to install apk to use it. Apps are classified just like the Google Play Store is convenient too. You can download it here. 5. Using App Hackers Game Hacker Applications 2019 Well, there are many applications for hacker apps available for Android like Lucky
Patcher, Liberty etc. All of these apps run on a root device and can remove the verification license. However, these hacking applications often cause serious security issues. We never recommend using hacker games to get paid apps for free, however, if you want to use it anyway, then you can read this article - Best
Hacker Apps game for Android (Last). So above are the top five methods for downloading paid apps for free. In certain ways, you can download all your favorite paid apps, such as games and apps on your mobile device. In addition, you can transfer these apps to your friend's android mobile and can have fun using paid
apps for free. Be sure to share this cool post with your friend. And leave a comment below if you encounter any problem with installing any application methods discussed above. Video Nowadays, Android is the most used platform, and Android gaming is one of the biggest parts of it. From kids to seniors, almost all
Android users love to play different types of games on their Android devices. Some of them are so fond of games that free versions of some exotic games they lack. That's why they spend some of their pocket money to buy a premium version of these games. If you're looking for a decent Android game you can pay for, I
suggest you keep an eye out for the list of the highest paid Android games. You can buy access to any paid game whenever you want. But how can you be sure that it will be interesting and to your taste? This is the reason you should find out before you pay for it. However, here I made a list of the 20 highest paid
Android games of various genres. Of these 15 games, you can choose one or more after learning about their details. So, first, try to figure out which genre you love the most. Then go to the details of specific games, and if everything is in order, then you can be sure that you can spend your money on these games. Meet
the best-selling rockstar game currently on the Android platform fully optimized and remastered. Grand Theft Auto - San Andreas is an open-world RPG adventure game with more than 70 hours of continuous gameplay. It's available on almost all known platforms, and now you can Play it in mobile devices without any
hassle. You will play as Carl Johnson and walk the path of dangerous and corrupt reality to keep your family and honor playing this most weeping Android game. Important features you'll see improved and high-resolution gameplay in your Android devices if you compare it to first release. It supports Bluetooth-enabled
controllers and controllers for a better gaming experience. The game is integrated with cloud storage for reliable gameplay, storage and access from all mobile devices. You can customize visuals and graphics settings at any time. It offers 3 different control schemes, customizable controls, and is equipped with tactile
effects. Download You can join the great adventure in the mysterious world of impossible landscapes and architectural objects from your Android devices. Monument Valley is one of the highest paid Android games that can allow you to enjoy the journey of rescuing a princess to the right place. It's amazing with its
superb graphics and affordable control system. You'll love it if you spend a small amount of money on this visually spectacular game with an attractive storyline. Important features you help Princess Ida explore and unfold secrets in a beautiful game world. It offers regular updates, and 8 new chapters with new illusions
are available to add in a separate transaction. You can organize and change in the game world to help Princess Ida explore and find the right way. It's integrated with mind-blowing sound effects, and this continues to change as the game world adjusts. You can use integrated cloud storage to keep the game going; In
addition, the game is optimized for both tablets and phones. Download You are just one step away from joining the best strategy based on defense and war games. Its time you'll join the Premium League Kingdom rush revenge, which is easily available for Android phones and tablets. You will conquer the kingdoms of
other and powerful enemies. So join and make your big army and battalions to hold your positions and show the kingdoms that are real to conquer. Important features you will be given at least 10 powerful heroes who will share your victory and will honor your commands. It is equipped with achieving goals, secrets to
uncover, and new things to keep you going. You'll be amazed by its beautiful in-game control system, graphics, and it's also playing offline. You can choose and customize the weapons and supply your towers to destroy the enemies. It offers new updates with lost new quests where you can have epic boss fights and
legendary battles. PlayStore Out There is a challenging space adventure strategy game. This award-winning space adventure game provides mind-blowing graphics and in-game sounds. The game interface and control system are at the mark. This is a great investment for many gamers around the world. Here you have
to play as which is lost and far from the known galaxy. Important features you will face an existential crisis and feel the fear of unknown secrets. It offers you a challenging session where survival is the main goal amazing basic story and a few endings. This is a dark themed space adventure game where you have to roam
various alien worlds and use alien technology to create tools for survival. It offers interaction with aliens and their languages with high-quality graphics. You can enjoy vast areas of gameplay; The game is not about fighting, but against a hostile environment. Download Star Wars: KOTOR from the Star Wars franchise,
giving any Android platform user a complete gaming experience. The game file size is similar to the console and PC version, so the download time may be longer than average. The chronology of the game is four thousand years before the beginning of the Galactic Empire. The choice is hers to become a hero, savior or
villain who embraces the dark side. Important features you will be able to roam around eight different worlds with your spaceship. It offers a customizable control system and has the full support of the HID controller. The game offers an epic Star Wars storyline with an excellent role-playing experience. You can go to
famous Star Wars locations such as Tatooine and Kashik. This most weeping Android game lets you choose your party from 9 different characters and factions. The game's interface is a touchscreen optimized and easily accessible. PlayStore If you are interested in an action style running game, then you can pay some
of your money for the Sky Dancer Premium. This is the best graphics game for Android. Here, you have to run as far and fast as you can while browsing beyond holes and drops on your way. The tactics of the game are very interesting and I'm sure you'll feel addicted very soon. So, are you ready to start your running
mission? Important features you don't have to watch ads to get a bonus and open your chest. You get 4 different characters to play. Parkour Revolution is available for a special version of it. Drop from the sky and make a point by landing on the search perfectly. Beautiful and minimalist graphics with smooth controller
support. Download Want to play an exciting Android farming game? Then you have a choice. This is Stardew Valley, a simulation of an agriculture RPG game. In this paid Android game, there is a large land that you can decorate and turn into a good farm of crops and cattle. A large area for exploring and developing a
large business center is also part of this game. You are free to explore there to see the invisible. Important features turn an abandoned field into a lively farm. You can decorate and customize the farm and house. There are many beautiful animals to feed and raise. You can explore mysterious caves and other places.
You can produce food and cook delicious dishes too. Download for gamers for whom the game is not just a game, but Reigns: Her Majesty may be a smart choice. True, it's just a historical historical Renaissance. In this game you are the queen of the enlightened kingdom, where knowledge is spread after a successful
revolution. But greed and jealousy are also there to collude against you. Now, keeping your kingdom together with your family is the main task of you. Important features are options for each step. So it's like a free will game where you have the right to make your own decision. When making the right decision, you must
maintain a balance between politics and your kingdom. You have to find and update 5 useful features to fight the conspiracy. You will have a lot of mystical powers that you have to unlock to use. There are over 200 new maps and symbols. Download for professional combat game enthusiasts, my recommendation is to
follow Modern Combat 4. If you think that in a matter of combat, there should be nothing to compromise, then this paid android game is the best choice for you. Because this Android action FPS game has come to cross the border of the mobile gaming system. In nuclear war, you are one of the elite soldiers who can stop
the war from its destructive destruction. In addition, you are responsible for rescuing leaders from a group of dangerous terrorists. Important features you can use tons of new tactics to handle the battle. To save the world, you have to join the world from Antarctica to Barcelona. Lifetime animation of the game will give you
a true sense of panic Excellent voice and sound system. There are over 20,000 weapons and tactics to use on the battlefield. You can show your skills in the leaderboard. Download the legislative chart of the best paid Android games can not be performed without this game. Because Fruit Ninja is so popular that people
of all ages love it. And when it's the Fruit Ninja Classic, they don't mind paying a few to get more interesting features. However, the motto is to cut the fruit, not the bomb. So you have to be very careful when cutting the fruit just like a true ninja. The more important features you slice the fruit, the more you reach the
scores. Unique game effect and excellent sound quality. You can mix your cutting tactics and make them more powerful. Uncertain bombs will come from time to time. When you cut the bomb, you lose one of your three hearts. There are different options like swirling tornadoes that make great fruit combos. Download
Another Launch and Adventure game Rayman Jungle Run. People of all ages find the tactics of this game very easy, although there are problems all over the world. There's a large number of blocked levels of Livid Dead that are waiting for you to be unlocked. In the game, the character you have to play with is a
legendary jumper with which you have to run, jump, and unlock these Levels. Important features are a lot of mystical forces and levels to unlock. As an adventure game, it will allow you to discover a new world. Fascinating Fascinating system and satisfying graphics. You can unlock a lot of beautiful wallpapers and use
them for your device. There are factory head boss and Dodge Cannon balls to solve big problems. Download To experience the science fiction of FPS shooting Android games, you can try out at N.O.V.A. Legacy, one of the highest paid Android games. It's not just a game, but like a series of movies with exceptional
graphics and storytelling compositions. Kal Vardin is the hero of this game who works as a nova veteran. Now you have to fight with the shooting FPS with the hero against the forces of the colonial administration. The important features of No other Android game are probably compatible with this in providing such a high-
quality 3D sci-fi effect. It's a multiplayer online game, and so you can fight with other friends. There are many things to upgrade like your core suit to improve performance. There are many 3D models to customize your marine to your taste. You can choose your personal multiplayer match with your password. Download
Let's Meet another exciting game that many people think of one of the highest paid Android games. This is Crashlands, a crafting and adventure game. In this game, you are a galactic tracker, Flux Dabes, and your cargo is recently adopted by an alien named Hewgodooko. Now, you have to use your wit and intellect to
return your package as well as save the world from these aliens. Important features there are over 500 crafting elements that you can use to explore the world. You can visit different places and meet strange people to learn a lot of secrets. You endless inventory items will work to grow your power. Includes rpg style of
development and progression. You need savvy and experienced to win the battle against tamed creatures. Download One of the best-selling PC game RollarCoster Tycoon. Now the same gaming company has launched a game in a compact size for Android users. But since it is a paid android game, you have to pay a
very small amount to have access to enjoying this exciting game. Here you have to create a beautiful theme park and run it with lots of outrageous rides like a roller coaster. Important features you can show your creativity in decorating and creating a beautiful theme park. You have to take care of every part of the park



and build it properly. To meet customers, you have to make a good location of food and drink in the park. There are more than 100 rides and roller coasters and numerous shops and restaurants. Here you can visit the Wacky Worlds for which you must collect your passport. Download Finally, this is another exciting
game, Susie Cube. Many of his consider it one of the highest paid Android games because of its 3D platform and simplified design. However, there is an interesting story behind the game. A group of vile skulls has treasure of Cubeton Castle. Only Susie Cubs can recover a big loss to the castle. Important features of
responsible screen control and a user-friendly interface. Over 40 exciting levels to unlock and enjoy. There is a huge amount of secret factors and bonuses to enhance your gaming experience. You can enjoy this game using any of your Bluetooth game controllers. Lifelike 3D animation and mood-changing sound
system. Download League Stickman is another monster kill RPG combat game. This game is so popular and exciting that you will not regret that you pay for it. It's very addictive and you won't feel bored playing this unique game. Its history is quite interesting, and it will give you a very exciting feeling. This mobile cross-
action game is specially designed to play with friends and show off your skills. So don't waste a minute and set this game to kill some monsters and save the world from darkness. Important features you can choose any stickman heroes from the group, including Ninja, Gus, Athy, and others. You can unlock more heroes
by playing more and more. There is a monster fight boss and you have to be qualified to meet the boss. Each hero has four different modes and you can switch modes anytime you want. Leaders around the world and at the country level are also available. Download Enjoy the best combat RPG game and experience the
best action game time. It's the shadow of death: Dark night. There is no chance that you may get bored while playing this game because the fight and the action are very realistic and you have to enjoy it. Here you can fight the way you want and you have the right to use tons of his upgraded weapons. In this game you
have to fight against the shadow of war and defend the world from them. The important features of the beautiful story behind the game and it's like a movie. You have to beat the monsters and play online. There are hundreds of weapons that you can use to defeat enemies. Different levels of game modes are also
available. You can challenge the enemy universe and join the ultimate battlefield. Download If you are a real gamer, you should be familiar with the game. It's The Assassin's Creed. But this time, it's Assassin's Creed Identity, and it's one of the most popular PC games. Now you can enjoy playing this exciting simulation
game on the Android screen with the same experience as your computer. You can explore the Italian Renaissance and the situation of that period. You are the killer out there and you have to clear the dirty politics to find your true self. You can enjoy thousands of missions and be a real ancient killer. Important features
use prey and make money to develop your killers. You can customize your clothes and other outfits. Freedom of movement A lot of fun for you. You can reach tons of quests and unlock new places. Satisfying graphics and realistic sound sound Download skateboard lovers, I want to draw your attention because I have
something very interesting for you. This is True Skate, the most popular mobile skateboard game. This is the ultimate skateboard sim and you will experience skating as a real-time one. In a beautiful park you can skate and develop your skating skills. The strategies of the game are perceived and you will face difficulties
as much as you play. Important features are very realistic and exciting sensory physics. You can play in slow-motion mode. Use your finger to drag the ground and change direction. Show a global group of leaders and provide challenges. HD sound system is available with viewer playback. You can skate on half a pipe,
a bowl, a quarter of a pipe, and many other interesting riding places. Download Finally, this is a science fiction shotting RPG game that is worth paying some of your pence for. It's a dead effect 2. The history of the game is grateful. The world has now become a nightmare, and darkness is everywhere. ESS Meridian's
enemies are surrounded. Now you have to kill or be killed. Shoot as much as you can to save yourself as well as save the world. This is the motto of this popular paid Android game. There are tons of features that have made it a very unique game. Important features of exciting graphics and realistic sound effects. There
are 3 different personalities that you can use to design characters. Supported in Android devices as well as in nvidia shield. Professional voice actors are hired to tell a story and speech. There are more than 40 modernized weapons for you. You can use more than 100 different body implants. Download If you take a
close look at the details of the game, you should find that there are games of different genres. So if you have a genre choice, then you don't need my recommendation. But if you're still confused about which one to try, then I recommend Grand Theft Auto, Sky Dancer Premium, and Star Wars if you love the action game.
Otherwise, try Monument Valley or Susie Cube to experience some games for relaxation. Is there anything I missed saying? If so, please let me know. Also, let me know about which game you want to give a try from this list of the highest paid Android games. I hope you won't regret paying money for any of these games.
However, I suggest you check the details of the game twice before paying for it. Thank you for staying with us and saying goodbye for today. Today.
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